
Key Points
 → Digital authoritarianism, including in artificial 

intelligence (AI) technologies, is often 
considered an issue limited to a few illiberal 
regimes. However, neo-liberal AI technologies 
can be equally pervasive. It is crucial to treat 
authoritarianism as a values complex that 
permeates both autocratic and liberal societies.

 → Authoritarian values may manifest through the 
transplant of legal practices between states, 
autocratic homogenization through multilateral 
mechanisms, and the exploitation of geopolitical 
tensions to adopt protectionist policies. These 
approaches exacerbate public polarization around 
AI governance by creating a false dichotomy 
between innovation and sovereignty on the 
one hand, and fundamental rights on the other, 
chipping away at institutional trust.

 → Policy solutions to mitigate the erosion of 
democratic norms and public trust should focus 
on international mechanisms central to AI 
governance. These mechanisms need to introduce 
procedural safeguards that ensure transparency 
and accountability through equitable multi-
stakeholder processes. Additionally, they 
should encourage regulatory diversity tailored 
to sociopolitical contexts and aligned with 
international human rights principles.

Introduction
In recent years, the rapid advancement of artificial 
intelligence (AI) technologies has prompted a global 
push to regulate the AI industry. As AI has become 
increasingly integrated into various aspects of society, 
from health care and education to communication, 
concerns about its potential risks and implications 
have also grown. Governments, international 
organizations and rights-based advocacy groups are 
grappling with the need to develop comprehensive 
regulatory frameworks that balance innovation 
and progress with ethical considerations.

At the heart of the AI regulation debate is its impact on 
trust, particularly in safeguarding human dignity and 
agency while offering immense potential to advance 
human lives and socio-economic well-being. Trust 
depends on predictability (Hardin 2002) and shared 
normative values (Lahno 2001). The “black-box problem” 
of AI systems, characterized by the lack of transparency 
in human decisions behind these systems, poses 
significant limitations in bridging trust (von Eschenbach 
2021). “Black-box systems” refer to deep learning 
algorithms that have complex structures and learning 
models, generating results that may not be intrinsically 
interpretable to humans (Hall and Gill 2019). In the 
absence of a clear explanation for why an AI system 
behaves in a certain way, making it unpredictable, 
confusion arises about what specifically needs to be 
governed to prevent harmful outcomes. Moreover, some 
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AI systems inherently risk undermining normative 
values. One of the most widely known examples 
of value violation is the use of the Correctional 
Offender Management Profiling for Alternative 
Sanctions (COMPAS) technology in the United 
States’ court system to “predict” recidivism for 
over one million defendants since its release in the 
early 2000s. An investigation on COMPAS found 
that Black defendants were twice as likely as their 
white counterparts to be, incorrectly, judged to be 
at a higher risk of recidivism (Larson et al. 2016).

Citizens expect their elected public officials to 
mitigate the negative impacts of AI systems. For 
example, an overwhelming majority of Americans 
surveyed want AI regulation, with 67 percent 
indicating their concern that the government will 
not go far enough in regulating their use (Faverio 
and Tyson 2023). Ninety-one percent of surveyed 
Europeans support state-led “careful management 
of AI” (Dreksler et al. 2023). Although opinion 
surveys in recent years have documented a global 
decline in trust in government, there is a general 
consensus that democratically elected policy makers 
are trustworthy brokers of the public’s interest.

Conversely, according to researchers at the V-Dem 
(Varieties of Democracy) Institute at the University 
of Gothenburg, 72 percent of the global population 
reside in an autocracy — a significant proportion 
of which are in low- and middle-income regions 
(Papada et al. 2023). The Economist’s annual 
Democracy Index similarly finds that only eight 
percent of the world’s population live in a “full 
democracy,” predominantly in North America, 
Western Europe and Australia (Economist Intelligence 
Unit 2024). This raises the critical question of 
whether authoritarian actors can be trusted to 
develop AI regulations in the public interest.

This policy brief argues that authoritarianism 
constitutes a value complex present in both 
autocratic and democratic societies, and these values 
can be transmitted through any technology that is 
developed in these environments. As illustrated by 
COMPAS, Western neo-liberal AI systems pose just 
as high a risk of eroding trust as those developed 
under purely autocratic conditions. It is critical for 
policy makers to evaluate digital authoritarianism 
holistically through the lens of the values influencing 
both the deployment of AI systems and their 
governance structures globally, rather than by 
focusing solely on the impact of a few regimes.
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AI and Digital 
Authoritarianism 
Existing literature on digital authoritarianism, 
particularly concerning AI systems, skews heavily 
toward Chinese and Russian technologies and 
the autocratic regimes behind them. China 
has implemented a comprehensive domestic 
surveillance architecture with more than 
200 million cameras, enabling widespread facial 
recognition for crime prevention and sophisticated 
profiling (Mozur 2018). A survey by Beijing News 
Think Tank found that nearly 80 percent of Chinese 
respondents oppose automatic facial recognition 
in commercial zones in Beijing, and 96 percent 
are concerned about privacy and data breach 
(as reported by Masha Borak [2021]). For its part, 
Russia has invested in AI-enabled military warfare 
and automated influence operations. Despite 
doubling its defence spending in 2023 to more 
than US$100 billion, Russia’s defence ministry 
only allocates an estimated US$12 to US$36 million 
annually for AI research — significantly less 
than China’s projected US$150 billion by 
2030 (Petrella, Miller and Cooper 2021).

The international security discourse has 
principally focused on Russia’s and China’s export 
of authoritarian technologies to other regions 
(Feldstein 2019a). In recent years, concern has been 
growing about the unregulated distribution of neo-
liberal AI technologies developed under democratic 
conditions, leading to surveillance capitalism 
transforming into the surveillance state (Zuboff 
2019). The use of black-box algorithms in curating 
and microtargeting information has contributed to 
regime stability globally and exacerbated Orwellian 
efforts (Gunitsky 2015). Among 176 countries, 75 
have implemented AI surveillance technologies; 
32 countries are using surveillance technology 
from US firms (Feldstein 2019b). There is an 
increasing trend of exporting authoritarian value 
systems globally — through both technologies and 
their governing rules — negatively affecting the 
public’s trust in innovation and policy making.

The “Illiberal Values 
Test” for Global AI 
Governance
Current policy discourse often assumes that AI 
applications can be governed against the backdrop 
of a predefined set of values and legal practices 
(Nemitz 2018). In reality, the laws and values 
applied during the design and development of AI 
systems are often specific — and limited — to the 
unique environments in which they were created 
(Gordon, Rieder and Sileno 2022). The practical 
downstream impacts of AI applications can lead 
to legal and ethical implications that differ from 
these applications’ theoretical intentions.

The disconnect between intent and application 
is exemplified by a case in India. In March 2024, 
the Indian government issued a non-binding 
advisory requiring AI providers (platforms and 
intermediaries) to seek explicit permission 
from the Ministry of Electronics & Information 
Technology (MeitY) before deploying any 
“unreliable” or underdeveloped AI models on 
“Indian Internet” (Kalra and Vengattil 2024). 
Notably, this move followed an exchange with 
Google’s chatbot Gemini responding to the question 
“Is Modi a fascist” and allegations of Google’s 
violation of Rule 3(1)(b) of MeitY’s Information 
Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital 
Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021 (IT Rules, 2021).1

Governments worldwide, including India’s, 
are putting an emphasis on regulating bias in 
AI systems; however, these attempts rarely 
differentiate between conceptual bias (rendering 
AI systems as “unreliable”) and its actual effect 
on exacerbating discrimination. India’s political 
context demonstrates weaponization of the 
theoretical premise of bias to stifle rights and 
expression. In fact, the very reference to the IT 
Rules, 2021 as a legal intervention to govern bias 
raises concerns. These rules have faced significant 
human rights scrutiny in India, with 17 petitions 

1 Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media 
Ethics Code) Rules, 2021 (06 April 2023) Ministry of Electronics and 
Information Technology, online: <www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/
Information%20Technology%20%28Intermediary%20Guidelines%20
and%20Digital%20Media%20Ethics%20Code%29%20Rules%2C%20
2021%20%28updated%2006.04.2023%29-.pdf>.

https://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Information%20Technology%20%28Intermediary%20Guidelines%20and%20Digital%20Media%20Ethics%20Code%29%20Rules%2C%202021%20%28updated%2006.04.2023%29-.pdf
https://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Information%20Technology%20%28Intermediary%20Guidelines%20and%20Digital%20Media%20Ethics%20Code%29%20Rules%2C%202021%20%28updated%2006.04.2023%29-.pdf
https://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Information%20Technology%20%28Intermediary%20Guidelines%20and%20Digital%20Media%20Ethics%20Code%29%20Rules%2C%202021%20%28updated%2006.04.2023%29-.pdf
https://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Information%20Technology%20%28Intermediary%20Guidelines%20and%20Digital%20Media%20Ethics%20Code%29%20Rules%2C%202021%20%28updated%2006.04.2023%29-.pdf
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in courts challenging their constitutionality. They 
are criticized for being overly broad and mandating 
content removal under vague provisions, such as 
“information which is patently false or misleading,” 
as well as for breaking encryption and threatening 
to revoke safe harbour if a regulated intermediary 
is non-compliant (Global Network Initiative 2023). 
Applying these rules to AI without resolving 
existential legal issues not only reflects India’s 
ambitions in the global AI regulatory race, but also 
highlights that rushed efforts to regulation could 
potentially risk violating democratic values.

Authoritarian AI policies are typically viewed 
as a domestic issue, unique to countries with 
authoritarian and hybrid regimes, where they serve 
to consolidate state control over private powers. 
The other end of the spectrum includes legislative 
interventions such as the European Union’s AI 
Act, which serves to bring democratic control over 
private powers. European policy makers hope that 
the AI Act will establish a global benchmark akin 
to the Brussels Effect seen with the EU General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Bradford 2019; 
European Parliament 2023). However, should 
the AI Act trigger a de jure Brussels Effect (ibid.), 
the question will arise as to its intended impact 
on democracy, when other nations explicitly 
model their AI laws after European rules.

To address this question, it is crucial to understand 
the normative values and institutions underpinning 
the AI Act. The law operates within a broader 
human rights framework, encompassing 
the Council of Europe through the European 
Convention on Human Rights, the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and 
national constitutions. The powers of the EU AI 
Office, national competent authorities designated 
by member states, and law enforcement are 
bound by well-established, rights-centric legal 
constraints at both the European Commission and 
national levels. While these constraints may not 
fully address the European civil society concerns 
regarding human rights and the rule of law under 
the AI Act (Civil Liberties Union for Europe 2023), 
they provide necessary guardrails, including 
human rights impact assessment for high-risk 
AI systems, to mitigate various risks of abuse.

In contrast, two of the world’s most populous 
democracies, India and Brazil, rank seventy-
ninth and eighty-third, respectively, on the Rule 
of Law Index 2023, which considers rule of law 
progress and setbacks across 142 countries and 

jurisdictions (World Justice Project 2023, 10). These 
scores indicate a lack of checks and balances 
on government powers, a convergence of the 
administrative and judicial bodies, and poor 
records in safeguarding fundamental rights. If 
the AI Act were enforced outside the European 
Union under a different set of normative values 
and institutions, it would likely fail the democracy 
test. Without mature, trustworthy institutions, 
any rules developed under democratic conditions 
can be exploited under authoritarian rule.

For instance, article 5 of the AI Act prohibits 
the use in the European Union of AI systems 
that deploy “purposefully manipulative or 
deceptive techniques” with the objective or 
effect of impairing a person’s ability to make 
informed decisions.2 This categorization prompts 
questions about the definition of “manipulative” 
techniques, the designated authority’s process 
for determining purposeful manipulation, 
and the methods used for measuring the 
impact of that attempted manipulation on a 
person’s decision making. Article 70 grants 
power to one or more designated “national 
competent authorities” to enforce the regulation, 
emphasizing that these powers must be exercised 
“independently, impartially and without bias.”3

Under undemocratic circumstances, these 
provisions allow politically or ideologically vested 
state authorities to wield their powers to serve 
specific interests. If the AI Act is reinforced with a 
de jure Brussels Effect in the absence of embedded 
institutional and procedural safeguards in India, 
it could potentially empower the government to 
prohibit Google Gemini or misuse its information-
gathering powers to undermine privacy, 
information rights and good-faith safe harbour 
protections. Such activity might be undertaken 
alongside allegations that Google was deploying 
deceptive techniques to mislead Indian users.

Similarly, article 22 of the AI Act requires non-EU 
providers of AI systems to appoint an “authorised 
representative” established in the Union.4 In many 
authoritarian and hybrid regimes, such as those 
of Brazil, India, Nigeria, Türkiye and Vietnam, 
physical presence within the nation is tied to 

2 See https://artificialintelligenceact.eu/article/5/.

3 See https://artificialintelligenceact.eu/article/70/.

4 See https://artificialintelligenceact.eu/article/22/.
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criminal liabilities, also known as hostage laws 
(Elliott 2021). Countries with a history of cracking 
down on internet freedoms have used hostage laws 
to intimidate staff or authorized representatives 
of technology companies, notably social media 
platforms, to comply with overly broad government 
orders. Many countries indicate they were 
inspired by Germany’s Network Enforcement 
Law (Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz, or NetzDG), 
which came into effect in 2017, that requires social 
media companies to appoint a local German 
representative and swiftly remove illegal content 
or else pay substantive fines. According to the 
human rights think tank Justitia, a replication of 
the NetzDG has served as a template for censorship 
in 13 countries (Mchangama and Fiss 2019, 17).

Some argue that these comparisons are unfair. 
Laws are written for specific contexts operating 
within legal and political institutions in a particular 
jurisdiction and should not be expected to address 
concerns elsewhere. The argument lies therein. 
Laws tailored to specific socio-legal contexts should 
not be promoted for imitation in other countries 
or contexts by policy makers and experts.

Trust in AI regulations depends on technology-
agnostic external factors, such as political climate 
and institutional maturity. An innocuous set 
of rules can easily become a dictator’s tool in 
contexts characterized by authoritarian values.

AI Authoritarianism 
through Multilateral 
Mechanisms
Multilateral diplomacy has historically upheld the 
rule-based liberal world order (Ikenberry 2005; 
2015), yet recent years have seen challenges from 
authoritarian regimes (Ginsburg 2020). Policy 
discourse has typically framed multilateralism 
through the lens of liberal multilateralism, 
overlooking authoritarian multilateralism 
(Raymond and Sherman 2024). Authoritarian 
multilateralism prioritizes collective economic 
rights over individual rights and makes broader 
allowances for power privileges, leading to 
systemic violations of citizen human rights (ibid.). 
Authoritarian actors are reshaping procedural 
rules of international multilateral forums to align 

cyber and AI policies more consistently with 
their values, primarily employing three tactics.

First, authoritarian actors use politicized language 
(Giles and Hagestad 2013) in UN and other 
multilateral proposals to disguise political desires 
for information control. For instance, over the past 
decade, delegations from Beijing and Moscow at the 
UN General Assembly proposed cyber resolutions 
using terms such as “information security” and 
“cybercrime,” presumably to advance legitimate 
domestic policy making. In reality, these terms 
contorted the form of liberal multilateralism by 
broadening the interpretation of “information 
security” beyond those of liberal democracies 
such as Australia, South Korea and the United 
States, inadvertently validating information control 
(Raymond and Sherman 2024). This process co-
opts “liberal” terms in multilateral mechanisms 
to solidify authoritarian regime stability, 
contributing to shifts “both to an international 
order which is less liberal, as well as to the global 
weakening of liberal social and political norms 
within states” (Bettiza and Lewis 2020, 571).

Second, authoritarian actors incorporate collectivist 
language on societal and economic welfare to 
invest in funding schemes for state-led technology 
control and to gain legitimacy through multilateral 
mechanisms. Saudi Arabia, for example, is planning 
a US$40-billion AI fund in collaboration with Silicon 
Valley venture capitalists (Farrell and Copeland 
2024) through its Public Investment Fund (PIF), 
a sovereign wealth fund of more than US$900 
billion with Prince Mohammed bin Salman as 
its chairperson.5 PIF’s portfolio includes major 
investments in companies that include India’s 
Jio Platforms, as well as bilateral funding pools, 
such as the Russian Direct Investment Fund (PIF 
2017) and Japan’s SoftBank (PIF 2023). Since 2016, 
Saudi Arabia and China have expanded bilateral 
technoscientific cooperation, with 60 percent of 
joint projects undertaken by Chinese state-owned 
enterprises, furthering both nations’ political 
objectives (Al-Sudairi, Hai and Alahmad 2023).

Saudi Arabia’s foreign policy is centred on its 
technological ambitions, which it promotes 
through international organizations (ibid.). In 2017, 
it established the Digital Cooperation Organization 
to coordinate technology cooperation among Global 
South countries and endorsed the Riyadh AI Call 

5 See www.pif.gov.sa/en/who-we-are/our-leadership; PIF (2023).
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for Action Declaration. In 2020, Saudi Arabia joined 
the UN Commission on Science and Technology 
for Development (CSTD) and was elected to chair 
its twenty-fifth session (Arab News 2022). Despite 
strong objections from more than 100 human 
rights groups (Access Now 2023), Saudi Arabia 
is set to host this year’s Internet Governance 
Forum, amid allegations of using spyware to 
surveil and censor its citizens and journalists and 
illegally accessing personal information (ibid.).

Third, systemic disparities in power politics 
between the Global North and the Global South 
prompt collaborations between countries in 
passing resolutions — often based on authoritarian 
value systems — through multilateral processes 
to oppose Western hegemony. In November 2019, 
China and Russia co-sponsored a cybercrime 
resolution in the UN General Assembly’s Third 
Committee with support from Angola, Egypt, India, 
North Korea, Syria and Uganda that would sideline 
multi-stakeholderism (Raymond and Sherman 
2024). This process of “bad-faith invocation of 
liberal multilateral principles” (ibid., 124; Pouliot 
2021) increasingly diffuses authoritarian value 
systems between countries, evident through the 
adoption of repressive protectionist policies.

The Global North-
South Divide and AI 
Governance 
Countries once codependent on Western liberal 
democracies are increasingly frustrated by 
unfulfilled promises on trade and financial 
commitments, and inconsistent application of 
human rights norms during bilateral diplomacy. 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, “wealthier” 
countries not only reneged on financial 
commitments to equitable vaccine distribution, 
but also secured early vaccine access through 
direct deals with manufacturers, procuring 
most of the world’s vaccine supply before other 
countries had access (Suzman 2023). Similarly, 
Western donors have fallen short of targets 
by tens of billions of dollars every year since 
agreeing to an annual $100-billion commitment 
to support climate adaptation in developing 
countries at the 2015 Paris climate summit (ibid.).

The widening global North-South rift poses 
significant challenges for advancing a global 
consensus on AI governance. While Western 
democracies advocate for liberal values, their 
technology remains prohibitively expensive 
and inaccessible to many developing countries 
(Unver 2021). Lacking resources like compute 
power and expensive hardware, these countries 
turn to more dependable (and recent) allies, such 
as China and Saudi Arabia, who can support 
affordable digital infrastructure. Even European 
“norm superpowers” such as Austria, Hungary 
and the Netherlands, despite denouncing China-
led AI authoritarianism, are planning to acquire 
Chinese 5G (fifth-generation) mobile networks 
and infrastructure (ibid.). These discrepancies 
undermine trust and exacerbate ideological and 
investment disparities, leading to fragmented AI 
governance based on competing value systems.

This division is evident in India’s approach in 
global AI initiatives through its leadership at the 
Global Partnership on Artificial Intelligence (GPAI) 
and the Group of Twenty (G20). The country’s 
efforts, particularly through the inclusion of 
the African Union in the G20 and export of the 
digital public infrastructure, have garnered trust 
among Global South policy makers, leading to 
widespread support for the New Delhi “GPAI 
Ministerial Declaration.”6 By premising its 
policies on inclusive AI development in the Global 
South, India has skyrocketed as a normative 
superpower in AI governance, allowing it to 
exert significant influence over other countries 
to align with its protectionist political ideology.

6 See https://gpai.ai/2023-GPAI-Ministerial-Declaration.pdf.
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Recommendations
The widespread adoption of authoritarian value 
systems in AI policies worldwide is symptomatic 
of systemic trust deficits within and between 
countries. To mitigate risks of “authoritarian 
takeover,” policy makers and experts should 
promote regulatory resilience through transparency, 
capacity and global multi-stakeholder alliances.

Promote Transparency 
and Accountability
Existing multilateral and international 
forums on AI governance lack transparency, 
particularly in their process for consulting 
stakeholders and considering different policy 
options for a rapidly evolving technology. 
Both authoritarian capture and regulatory 
capture are perceived to be prevalent and limit 
trust in rule-based, democratic governance. 
There need to be more robust requirements 
for participating nations and stakeholders to 
disclose potential conflicts of interest, and 
independent oversight of the rule-making process 
to ensure that it serves the public interest.

Strengthen Global 
Multi-stakeholder Alliances
Liberal democracies are increasingly opposing 
multilateral modalities of rule-making, and 
moving toward accommodating non-state 
actors to counter authoritarian influence. There 
is an urgent need to invest in building robust 
and inclusive measures to establish procedural 
safeguards around global multi-stakeholder 
systems, especially ensuring the inclusion of 
Global South voices. Existing processes are widely 
perceived to be ineffective, inequitable and non-
representative of the public interest. A careful 
deliberation on criteria for broadening access, 
inclusion, negotiation, transparency and short- 
and long-term accountability will be crucial to 
rebuilding trust in both institutions and processes.

Promote Regulatory Diversity 
through Meaningful Investments
Countries operate on different levels of political 
and institutional maturity; therefore, it is 
necessary for them to pursue diverse regulatory 

options while adhering to democratic values. 
Resource-constrained governments need “norm 
export” to be supplemented with tangible 
investments in inclusive, rights-binding digital 
infrastructure, bringing stronger voices on the 
international AI policy agenda, and holistic 
capacity-building initiatives for non-state actors 
in countries to strengthen accountability.

Conclusion
The global landscape of AI governance is deeply 
influenced by geopolitical dynamics, particularly 
the growing rift between the Global North and 
the Global South and the shift away from Western 
hegemony. The dichotomy between autocratic 
and democratic states demands re-evaluation, 
recognizing that the core issue lies with conflicting 
value systems rather than with regime types. 
The increasing export of authoritarian principles 
— through both technology and regulatory 
practices — undermines institutional trust and 
threatens democratic norms. This dynamic 
raises critical questions about the capacity 
of various states to develop AI regulations 
that genuinely serve the public interest.

To mitigate these risks, it is essential to view 
authoritarianism as a global value complex and 
focus on strengthening international governance 
mechanisms. These mechanisms should 
promote transparency and regulatory diversity 
tailored to sociopolitical contexts by fostering 
and empowering not only multi-stakeholder 
alliances as accountability interventions but 
also stronger voices from diverse Global South 
communities in the international AI agenda. 
Additionally, international investments 
mechanisms must support rights-binding digital 
infrastructures that promote policy resiliency 
through both state and non-state solutions.
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Acronyms and 
Abbreviations
AI artificial intelligence

COMPAS Correctional Offender Management 
Profiling for Alternative Sections

CSTD Commission on Science and 
Technology for Development

G20 Group of Twenty

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation

GPAI Global Partnership on 
Artificial Intelligence

MeitY Ministry of Electronics &  
Information Technology

NetzDG Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz 
(Network Enforcement Law)

PIF Public Investment Fund

V-Dem Varieties of Democracy
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